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JET PARTS ENGINEERING ACQUIRES AERO PARTS MART
Seattle, WA – Jet Parts Engineering (JPE), a leading PMA parts supplier, announced the acquisition of
Aero Parts Mart (APM). APM is a Fort Worth, TX-based engineering design company that provides cost
savings solutions through the design, production, and distribution of products to the regional segment of
the aviation industry.
Anu Goel, President of JPE, commented, “Jet Parts Engineering is excited to partner with the exceptional
team at APM. Not only does APM match JPE’s strategy to continue expansion of PMAs along platforms
and ATAs, but APM’s focus on quality and customer service aligns well with JPE’s focus in those areas.
This union promises to make both JPE and APM stronger leaders in the regional aircraft PMA market.”
"It was critical that I find the right home for Aero Parts Mart; a home where the APM team and most
importantly our customers would remain top priority,” remarked Steve Bowen, President of APM. “For
over two decades, APM has built a reputation and brand synonymous with the core values of safety,
quality, customer satisfaction, and innovation. Jet Parts Engineering shares these values, which are
paramount to APM’s continued growth and success. I am truly excited to have found APM’s new home
with JPE.” Mr. Bowen will maintain a leadership role with APM.
The transaction was overseen by Vance Street Capital LLC, a middle-market private equity firm focused
on investing in highly engineered solutions businesses across the aerospace and defense, industrial, and
medical markets. JPE is a Vance Street Capital portfolio company.
About Jet Parts Engineering
As a recognized and awarded leader in the development of FAA-approved PMA parts and engineered
repairs, Jet Parts Engineering is devoted to providing spare parts solutions to our global network of airline
and MRO partners. We help our customers battle their increasing costs of component, airframe, and
engine maintenance with our competitive pricing, reduced lead times, and customized repairs. Our
ecommerce portal gives immediate access to pricing, availability, technical information, and the ease of
order placement and tracking. Comprised of some of the best and brightest in the industry, Jet Parts
Engineering’s staff believes in attentiveness and responsibility to our customers. Visit us at
www.jetpartsengineering.com to learn more.
About Aero Parts Mart
Aero Parts Mart, a leading PMA parts supplier, was founded in 1999 with the goal of forming close
working relationships with customers to identify solutions for lowering costs and improved availability of
parts. APM customers include most of the world's regional airlines and associated MRO and repair
organizations. For more information, visit www.apmparts.com.
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